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“In the gates of one of the oldest territories in Europe, Rubielos de Mora, the

entrance of Aragón, holds a rural house, which is both an architecture and

design treasure. The location couldn’t be more perfect, as the place where it is

located has different nominations as the Europa Nostra Award and also, the

award of one of the “Most Beautiful Villages in Spain”.

PROJECT

RUSTIC ELEGANCE

 
A traditional Iberian house with a modern approach designed by architect

Ramon Esteve.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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REFINED LUXURY

The Armani/Casa Moscow Residences are located in the most authentic area of

Moscow, just a few steps from the State Tretyakov Gallery. The new residential

development will embody the style and aesthetics of the Italian fashion house

through 26 residences. 

The Interior Design Studio by Armani/Casa, under the supervision of Giorgio

Armani, will develop the interior design of the residences and common areas in

which natural materials and precious finishes will be used throughout. The

kitchens and bathrooms will be exclusively furnished by Armani/Casa. The

result will be a cohesive Armani lifestyle setting.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

REDINED LUXURY

Giorgio Armani and the Russian real estate development company Vos'hod

have entered into a partnership agreement to develop their first joint branded

residential project in Moscow, named Armani/Casa Moscow Residences.

IN NEWS
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Located in one of the most coveted winter destinations, the Alps, an amazing

holiday house is hidden by mountains. The interiors had to reflect the

cosmopolitan spirit of the owner, offering something new and up-to-date to

meet his needs and expectations. With interior design by Plusdesign and

architecture by Claudia Sigismondi & Andrea Proto, the intent was to convey a

discreet sense of luxury combined with the cozy atmosphere of an Alpine

Chalet, in Gerignoz, near Gstaad. 

 

Alpine Chalet, in Gerignoz, near Gstaad is an amazing holiday home that has a

discreet sense of luxury combined with a cozy atmosphere designed by Plus

design and architecture by Claudia Sigismondi & Andrea Proto.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

PROJECT
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